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Recently, we put forwarded a redox molecular hypothesis involving the natural biophysical 
substrate of visual perception and imagery. Here, we explicitly propose that the feedback and 
feedforward iterative operation processes can be interpreted in terms of a homunculus looking at 
the biophysical picture in our brain during visual imagery. We further propose that the brain can 
use both picture-like and language-like representation processes. In our interpretation, 
visualization (imagery) is a special kind of representation i.e., visual imagery requires a peculiar 
inherent biophysical (picture-like) mechanism. We also conjecture that the evolution of higher 
levels of complexity made the biophysical picture representation of the external visual world 
possible by controlled redox and bioluminescent nonlinear (iterative) biochemical reactions in the 
V1 and V2 areas during visual imagery. Our proposal deals only with the primary level of visual 
representation (i.e. perceived "scene"). 

Keywords: inherent biophysical picture representation; redox processes, bioluminescent photons; 
feedback and feedforward iterative operation; homunculus; quantum electrodynamics 

1. Introduction 

Recently, a redox molecular hypothesis has been put forward regarding the natural biophysical 
substrate of visual perception and imagery (see Fig. 1) [6,12]. This novel biophysical hypothesis 
not only revived Kosslyn’s depictive assumption [39] and the homunculus, but has also argued 
that biophysical pictures can emerge in retinotopic visual regions.  

Here, we present an iterative model of the homunculus. Namely, we suggest that during visual 
imagery, iterative feedforward and feedback processes can be interpreted in terms of a 
homunculus ("little man") looking at the biophysical picture-representation. However, in our 
hypothesis there is no picture (as ‘we see’ one on TV) in our brain; rather the biophysical picture 
is represented by biophotonic signals (see Fig. 1 and section 2 about biophotonic signals) in our 
brain. There is a real possibility that biophysical pictures are part of the re-entrant feedforward 
and feedback processes, and they are not separate from each other because of the re-entry [22]. 
Thus, a separate homunculus looking at biophotonic representations can be a misleading concept, 
because it is a matching process [62,66,68,48]. The matching element is both in physical and 
mental aspects of feedforward and feedback signals. However, we can render the visual 
homunculus and its mind's eye by showing that it may be reduced to a set of non-linear 
biophysical iterative processes. 

We emphasize that, here, we describe the emerged biophysical pictures and not the conscious 
interpretation of the emerged biophysical pictures, because interpretation involves consciousness, 
a language-dependent phenomenon. For example, our hypothesis involving the biophysical 
picture representation in retinotopic areas probably acts both in primates and in humans but in 
primates it occurs without conscious (language) interpretation. Hence, we do not need to deal 
with the hard problem of consciousness [16] and do not try to clarify the meaning of 
consciousness (there are numerous diverse meanings attributed to the term ‘consciousness’ in the 
literature) [67]. 
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2. Functional free radicals and regulated ultraweak photon generation in cells and neurons 
 
Recent findings have provided evidence that ROS (reactive oxygen species) and RNS (reactive 
nitrogen species) as well as their derivatives act as essential regulated signals in biological 
systems. Namely, reactive species have been identified as second messengers in cells which play 
essential roles in cell receptor signaling and post-translation modification of signaling molecules, 
as well as in gene expression, apoptosis, cell growth, cell adhesion, enzymatic functions, Ca2+ 
and redox homeostasis, as well as in numerous other processes [15,21,23,47,49,54,63]. ROS, 

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the biophysical picture representation hypothesis of visual perception and 
imagery [6,12]. Light waves from a picture are converted into electrical signals in the retina. Next, 
retinotopic electrical signals are conveyed to V1 and converted into regulated biophotons by mitochondrial 
redox processes in V1 neurons. Namely, spike-related retinotopic electrical signals - along classical axonal-
dendritic pathways - produce synchronized bioluminescent biophoton signals by redox processes within 
retinotopic V1 neurons. Small clusters of visual neurons act as “visual pixels” appropriate to the topological 
distribution of photon stimuli on the retina. Therefore, we may obtain an intrinsic computational biophysical 
picture of an object created by biophotons in retinotopic V1. Long-term visual memories are not stored as 
biophysical pictures but as compressed (epigenetic) codes. We can identify objects because the same 
compression processes are achieved every time we see an object, and thus what is stored in long-term visual 
memory will match with what is produced when we see the object again. 
During visual imagery, top-down processes regulate the epigenetic encoded long-term visual information. 
Then, according to retrieved epigenetic information, synchronized neurons generate dynamic patterns of 
biophotons via redox reactions. Finally, biophotons within synchronized millions of neurons [9] can produce 
biophysical pictures in retinotopic and mitochondrial rich visual neurons.  We emphasize here that electrical 
signals are transmitted between neurons but biophotons are produced within retinotopic visual neurons.  
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RNS and their derivatives also act as signaling molecules in cerebral circulation and are 
indispensable in molecular signal processes, synaptic plasticity, and memory formation under 
physiological circumstances [5,30,32,34,43]. 

Ultraweak spontaneous photons (also called biophotons) are constantly emitted by living 
systems at a cell level without any external excitation [17,19,20,35,36,51,60,65,72]. The source 
of biophotons is due to the diverse biochemical reactions, principally bioluminescent radical 
reactions of ROS and RNS and the cessation of excited states. The key source of biophotons 
derives from oxidative metabolism of mitochondria and lipid peroxidation [44,61]. Neural cells 
also continuously produce biophotons during their ordinary metabolism [28,31]. In vivo intensity 
of biophoton emission from a rat's brain is correlated with cerebral energy metabolism, EEG 
activity, cerebral blood flow, and oxidative stress [37,38]. In addition, recently Sun et al. [59] 
revealed that ultraweak bioluminescent photons can conduct along the neural fibers and can be 
considered a means of neural communication. It has been suggested that biophotonic and 
bioelectronic activities are not independent biological events in the nervous system, and their 
synergistic action may play an important role in neural signal transductions.  

Recently, Wang et al [70] presented the first experimental proof of the existence of 
spontaneous ultraweak photon emission and visible light induced delayed ultraweak photon 
emission from in vitro freshly isolated rat’s whole eye, lens, vitreous humor and retina. The 
experiments of Wang et al. [70] indicate that induced photon emission can exist within the eye, 
and suggest that retinal phosphenes result from excess bioluminescent photons, and the brain 
interprets these retinal bioluminescent photons as if they originated in the external world. In 
addition, Bókkon and Vimal [11] pointed out that both retinal phosphenes and the discrete dark 
noise of rods can be due to the natural redox related (free radical) bioluminescent photons in the 
retina. Because retinal and cortical phosphenes can have similar mechanisms, if it can be 
demonstrated that perception of cortical induced phosphenes is due to bioluminescent photons 
[8,39,45], intrinsic regulated biophotons in early retinotopic visual system can be seen to serve as 
a natural biophysical substrate of visual perception and imagery. 

Because the production of ROS, RNS and their derivatives is not a random process, but rather 
a precise mechanism used in cellular signaling pathways, the biophoton production can also be a 
regulated process. It is worth mentioning that biophoton intensity can be considerably higher 
inside cells and neurons than that expected from biophoton measurements, which are usually 
carried out at a distance of several centimeters away from the cells. Our recently published 
calculations [9] suggest that the real biophoton intensity in retinotopic neurons may be sufficient 
for creating biophysical picture representation of a single-object image during visual perception. 
It is entirely plausible that living cells retain their biophotons within the cellular environment for 
use in signal processing. 

Based on the above mentioned functional roles of free radicals and regulated ultraweak 
biophoton generation in cells and neurons, Bókkon [12] and Bókkon and D'Angiulli [6] put 
forward a redox molecular hypothesis regarding the natural biophysical substrate of visual 
perception and visual imagery (see Fig.1). It states that retinotopic electrical signals (spike-
related electrical signals along classical axonal-dendritic pathways) can be converted into 
regulated biophoton signals by redox processes that make it possible to produce biophysical 
picture representation in retinotopically organized mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase-rich visual 
areas during visual imagery and visual perception (see Fig.1).  
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3. Depictive representation 
 
In cognitive science the long-standing imagery debate involves two rival theories, namely  
Kosslyn’s pictorial theory [39,40] and Pylyshyn’s tacit knowledge explanation [50]. 

According to Pylyshyn, activation of early visual parts is epiphenomenal during visual mental 
imagery [50]. In addition, mental imagery is explained by language-like representation and can 
be reduced to tacit knowledge. In particular, we represent objects more abstractly in a 
propositional format, rather than analogic (or depictive) format as speculated by pictorial 
presumption.  

In our interpretation, visualization (imagery) is a special kind of representation i.e., visual 
imagery requires peculiar inherent biophysical processes. Nevertheless, there is growing evidence 
that visual perception and visual mental imagery share common (or similar) neural substrates in 
the brain. The visual mental imagery abilities require the integrity of brain areas related to vision. 
The role of the striate cortex (primary visual area, V1) in visual mental imagery has been amply 
demonstrated [33]. In particular, there is evidence that both perception and imagery induce 
activation in retinotopically organized striate and extrastriate cortex [14,25,57,58]. It is possible 
that neural correlates of visual perception and imagery are not as strict as was previously assumed 
[3], but this does not mean that visual perception and imagery could not share very similar neural 
substrates. However, our brain is not a computer that works by very strict geometrical and 
algorithmic processes.  

4. Retinotopic V1 and V2 can represent the principal submodalities of vision such as colour, 
form, motion and depth 

In primates, the main pathway serving visual perception goes from the retina via the lateral 
geniculate nucleus to V1. One of the most persuasive examples of columnar structure is provided 
by the distribution of mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase in the primary visual cortex. The V1 and 
V2 are comprised of regions of various cytochrome oxidase (CO) activities, which can subserve 
different functions. In V1, layers 2 and 3 are composed of CO-dense patches (blobs) and 
surrounding regions (interblobs) [71]. V2 is composed of alternating thin and thick CO-dense 
stripes and the pale interstripe regions between them. During visual perception, the high activity 
of cytochrome oxidase is associated with high mitochondrial activity.  

To understand the basic circuitry of vision, it is crucial to know how the projections between 
V1 and V2 are organized [55]. From V1, most signals are conveyed to the V2 area before 
distribution to higher cortical areas. Visual areas beyond V1 and V2 have greater specializations 
for processing different attributes of the visual scene such as colour, form, and motion. The V1 
and V2 areas have a rather disordered topographic map of the retina and hence are said to be 
topographically (retinotopically) well organized. There are several further visual areas beyond 
V1 and V2 in what is known as the prestriate cortex, and they have larger receptive fields and 
cruder topographic organizations. There is growing evidence that different CO compartments in 
V1 and V2 are connected in parallel and the projection from V1 cytochrome oxidase blobs (or 
patches) to V2 thin stripes is responsible for colour. However, V1 and V2 can represent all the 
principal submodalities of vision such as colour, form, motion, and depth [2]. V1 sends most of 
its cortical output to V2 and in return receives a strong feedback projection. V1 and V2 contain 
similarly scaled retinotopic maps of the visual field and both have comparable surface areas [55]. 
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5. Fast feedback and feedforward conduction velocities between V1 and V2 
 
V1 area contains about 11,000 feedback neurons and V2 area includes about 14,000 feedforward 
neurons [53]. It is believed that the action of cortical feedback connections is slow, whereas 
feedforward connections can carry a rapid drive to their target neurons. According to recent 
results [27], the effects of feedback connections can be delayed by less than 10 ms with respect to 
the beginning of the responses of neurons in low-order visual parts. That is, there is an especially 
rapid effect of feedback connections on the visual responses of neurons in lower order areas [26]. 
These feedback and feedforward processes between V1 and V2 have similar fast conduction 
velocities (around 3.5 m/s). 
 
6. V1- V2 and biophysical retinotopic representation 
 
Since the retina employs depictive representation the question arises why LGN makes it again, 
which is also retinotopically organized. Why would V1 or V2 be also retinotopically well 
organized instead of discarding this information? The electric coding of the visual photic signal 
should not require a multiple retinotopic neural coding. In addition, Slotnick [56] has recently 
reported evidence for the existence of retinotopic areas in frontal and parietal cortex during 
spatial attention and working memory. These retinotopic regions interact during retrieval of 
spatial information. This multiple retinotopic organization should have to perform some special 
function during visual perception and imagery.  

Some summarized important characteristics of V1 and V2: i. The V1 and V2 areas are 
well organized retinotopically and preserve the local spatial geometry of the retina, so patterns of 
activation in them depict shape [39,69]. ii. V1 and V2 have comparable surface areas [55]. iii. V1 
mitochondrial-rich cytochrome oxidase patch columns project onto V2 mitochondrial-rich 
cytochrome oxidase thin stripes [55]. iv. There are about 11,000 feedback neurons in V2 and 
14,000 feedforward neurons in V1 [53]. v. There are very rapid feedforward and feedback 
processes between V1 and V2 with fast conduction velocities (around 3.5 m/s) [26,27]. vi. A map 
of V2 approximates a mirror image of the V1 [73]. vii. There is growing evidence that both visual 
perception and imagery induce activation in retinotopically organized striate and extrastriate 
cortex and share very similar neural substrates in the brain [14,25,57,58]. viii. There may be 
iterative non-linear computations taking place during vision [4,42,46]. 

According to Bókkon [12] and Bókkon and D'Angiulli [6], during visual imagery, top-down 
processes activate and regulate the epigenetic* encoded long-term visual information. This 
epigenetic information can be retrieved by neurocellular redox and radical processes during 
visual imagery. Then, the retrieved long-term visual redox information can be converted into 
regulated bioluminescent photons by redox (free radical) processes that make it possible to 
generate biophysical pictures in retinotopic areas during visual imagery (see Fig.1). We should 
also mention that early retinotopic areas are essential for visual apperception. Namely, according 
to Bókkon and Vimal [10] “synchronized (coupled) mitochondrial processes, the duration of 
visual representation (that is also needed to the feedforward and feedback iterative/recursive 
processes), and specific mitochondrial-rich retinotopic structures in V1 are elementary conditions 
for the emergence of explicit conscious visual perception”. 

Since imagery can induce activation in retinotopically organized V1 and V2, we can have two 
similar, biophysical retinotopic representations with a very short delay time in V1 compared to 
V2. Rapid conduction velocities along feedforward and feedback axons between V1 and V2 can 
make fast non-linear iterative redox computation possible and can give rise to the feeling that a 
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visual homunculus is looking at the biophysical picture in our brain during visual imagery. We 
can explicitly show that the visual homunculus can be reduced to a set of biophysical iterative 
processes. We emphasize again that a separate homunculus looking at a biophotonic 
representation can be puzzling, because it represent a matching process that carries out the 
homunculus’ job. 

If we take the V1 and V2 listed characteristics into consideration, this may show the 
feasibility of the above described simple process. In other words, the emerged topographic 
biophysical pictures in V1 and V2 can “see each other” with a very short delay time. However, 
the interpretation of emerged mirror topographic biophysical pictures can be achieved by higher-
order associational visual and other sensory areas during visual imagery. We should consider that 
emergence of an iterative biophysical picture by biophotons in V1/V2 and the semantic 
interpretations of the emerged biophysical picture are two different but tightly connected issues. 
The first is a biophysical picture-generating process (picture-like) in early retinotopic areas, while 
the second is a language-like semantic interpretation process.  

Previously, we suggested that dynamic series of picture-representations can carry 
unambiguous meaning of words [7,12,13]. The human memory can operate through inherent 
dynamic picture-representations and we link these biophysical pictures to each other during 
language learning processes. During learning processes, picture-like and language-like 
representations become quasi-independent neural processes. It means that our brain can use both 
picture-like and language-like representation processes. The language-like processes can become 
the basis of abstract thinking, interpersonal communication, etc., while the picture-like 
biophysical representation processes can guarantee computational geometric imaginary events. 
For example, they can envision or compose and design geometric things, etc. Language-like and 
picture-like processes are tightly connected, which can induce each other’s representations. The 
important implication is that long-term information storage of the language-like and picture-like 
representations can be linked and encoded by non-linear neuroredox processes at an epigenetic 
level. 
 
  
∗Footnote 
The latest studies suggest that epigenetic modulation of the genome (i.e., the regulation of chromatin structure 
through direct methylation of DNA or post-translational modification of histone proteins, including methylation, 
acetylation, and phosphorylation) is a necessary component for the formation of neuronal plasticity, associative 
learning and long-term memory [1,24,52]. Chromatin structure itself can represent a "memory" and allow for 
temporal integration of spaced signals or metaplasticity of synapses [41]. The epigenetic model, which states that the 
long-term memory is stored at the level of modified DNA molecules, has obtained some recognition, and appears to 
hold promise. 
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7. Mind’s eye, mind’s ear, mind’s skin, and so forth  
 
The concept of a homunculus (Latin for "little man", sometimes spelled "homonculus") is 
frequently used to demonstrate the functioning of a mental system. In the scientific sense of an 
unknowable prime actor, it can be viewed as an entity. Who looks at the images in the brain? If 
we presume that this is a homunculus who does it, our visual imagery is associated with the 
occurrence of seeing with the mind’s eye. Nevertheless, auditory mental imagery is also 
accompanied by the experience of hearing with the mind’s ear or tactile imagery is accompanied 
by the experience of feeling with the mind’s skin, and so forth. Although it is controversial to 
assume that the brain perfroms iterative processes during vision [4,42,46], the visual homunculus, 
which is a matching process, may be achieved by iterative processes. 
 
8. Emergence of biophysical pictures by simple iterative processes and biophotons between 
V1 and V2 
 
According to recent findings [26] the effects of feedback connections are delayed by less than 
10 ms with respect to the beginning of the responses of neurons in low-order visual areas. The 
feedback and feedforward connections between V1 and V2 have comparable fast electric 
conduction velocities (around 3.5 m/s). We assume that the neurons in layers V1 and V2 are 
similar to lattices composed of pixels in which each neuron is equivalent to a pixel. A static 
electric field is generated by a static charged particle. Both an electric field and a magnetic field 
are generated if a charged particle moves at a constant velocity. Electromagnetic radiation is 
produced when a charged particle is accelerated. If the frequency of an oscillating charge is high 
and approaches the optical part of the EMF spectrum, it generates photons [18]. The generation 
of photons is usually interpreted as a process where a charged particle “drops” from a higher 
energy (excited) state to a lower energy (ground) state ( 2 1

ch E Eλ = − ), where h is Planck’s 

constant, c is the speed of light, λ  is wavelength of the photon, 2E  is the energy of the excited 
state and 1E  the energy of the ground state [29]. Various cell functions are associated with 
moving charges in cellular compartments and can generate electromagnetic radiation [18]. 
According to the previous sections when information (i.e. in the form of electric charges) reaches 
to the neurons (i.e. pixels) they can produce biophotons.  

To explain simply how a biophysical picture emerges in V1 and V2 via iterative processes, 
we demonstrate it here using the language of mathematics. For simplicity we consider that V1 
and V2 are represented using matrices 1V  and 2V , respectively. The elements of these matrices 
are equivalent with the pixels of V1 and V2, which are visual neurons. Each visual neuron can 
produce intrinsic biophotons. We emphasize here that electrical signals are transmitted between 
neurons but biophotons are produced within retinotopic visual neurons. Namely, each visual 
neuron can produce intrinsic biophotons after receiving electrical information. Biophotons can be 
produced with different frequencies (i.e. different wavelengths) [64]. Therefore, in general each 
visual neuron can be represented by an element k

ijv ( )nk ,...,1= , which is the ij-th element of 
matrix V. Each element produces k biophotons in which each biophoton has a special wavelength. 
The number k indicates the number of biophotons in each stage.   

V1 and V2 receive two electrical information inputs: one from LGN, which is external 
information from the eye, and the other, is internal information, which is transformed between V1 
and V2 and vice versa. We represent the input information as matrices Ei which have the same 
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dimensions as matrices 1M  and 2M . The iterative process for seeing an image can be explained 
using the lattices shown below (see Fig. 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d). The lattices on the left are V1 and those 
on the right are V2. The mathematical illustrations are given in terms of information. 

                                                                         

 
  

Fig. 2a. In the first stage the layer V1 receives information E1 from LGN and 
layer V2 has not received any information yet (i.e. zero). 
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Fig. 2b. In the iterative process the electrical information is transferred from V1 to V2 and 
vice versa. The process will be repeated again until the whole neurons in each layer becomes 
activated for production of a complete biophysical picture by biophotons. When information 
is activated in V1 there is no active information in V2 any more and vice versa.  
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We define w as the total number of neurons, and si ( wsi < ) is the number of neurons in stage 

i which are activated (i.e which produce intrinsic biophotons within neurons) for perception of an 
object in each lattice of V1 or V2, and p is the total number of biophotons in the last stage of 
iteration to emerge as a biophotonic representation of a conscious event. It means that p is the 
number of internal biophotons involved in the perception of an object.  
       It is clear that for ),...,1( nisi =  we have nssss <...<<< 321 , where 1s  is a low-resolution 
state and ns (i.e. final stage) is a high-resolution state. As presented above, k

ijv is the element of 
matrix )2,1( =iVi , which can produce biophotons up to k biophotons. According to our 
arguments in previous sections the resolution of matrices becomes two times higher in each stage 
m relative to m-1, where m is an arbitrary number and nm < . According to the iterative process, 
it seems reasonable to assume that the transfer of electrical information from LGN to V1 

Fig. 2c. At this stage the iterative process happened k times between V1 and V2. The 

information Ek from LGN and the information ∑
−

=

1

1

k

i
iE  from V2 arrive at V1 

simultaneously. 

Fig. 2d. The final stage of iterative process. After n-1 iterations, 
information from LGN and V2 enters into V1, and then the whole 

information in V1 

(i.e. ∑ ∑
−

= =

=+
1

1 1

n

i

n

i
iin EEE ) is completely transmitted to V2  
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activates the same number of neurons in V1 in each step. Therefore, the simultaneously received 
information in V1 from both LGN and V2 would make the V1 cells twice more active in each 
iteration step. 
 
Thus we have  
 

1122 2 ksks =  

11
2

2233 22 ksksks ==  
….. 

11
1

11 22 ksksks n
nnnn

−
−− ==  

 
Thus in the final stage the visual cortex produces nnksp = biophotons which is the stage of a 

consciousness moment. According to the calculations of Bókkon et al. [9], the number of 
biophotons produced within neurons of the visual cortex when seeing a single object is on the 
order of 108-109, so if we assume that p=108 we have 

 
11

12 ksksp n
nn

−==  
 
If we let 111 ksp = , then for 810=p we have 

1
2log

log8 1 +
−

=
pn  

 
This indicates that the number of iterations depends on the number of the first stage of 

biophoton production in the iterative process between V1 and V2. Figure 3a shows that the 
number of iterations n for this state is in the range 35<<25 n . 
Then, for p=109 we have 

1
2log

log9 1 +
−

=
pn  

 
According to Figure 3b, the number of iterations n is in the range of 40<<29 n .  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

         
 
 
                                                                                                             

 

3a 

 

3b 

Fig.  3. The number of iterative processes vs p1 for (3a) 108 biophotns and (3b) 109 biophotons for the final 
stage of iteration in V1 and V2. 
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In general, according to the above diagrams we have at least 25 iterative processes between 
V1 and V2. Also, if we consider that a conscious process takes about 300-400 milliseconds and 
according to [27] the delay time for each iteration is around 10 milliseconds (or less), then the 
number of iterations is about 30-40 which is very close to our estimate given in the above 
calculation. 

During visual imagery similar iterative processes can be carried out in the same way as in 
visual perception, although signals originate from the long-term visual information. Namely, the 
top-down processes trigger and regulate the epigenetically encoded long-term visual information 
during visual imagery. Then, according to retrieved epigenetic information, mitochondrial 
networks in synchronized neurons generate dynamic patterns of bioluminescent biophotons via 
redox reactions. Finally, synchronized dynamic patterns of biophotons can produce biophysical 
pictures (depictive representation) in retinotopic visual neurons of V1 and V2 via iterative 
processes. Figure 4 is a schematic drawing of biophysical visual imagery with the help of 
iterative processes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 Fig. 4. Schematic depiction of visual imagery by feedforward and feedback and biophotons in early 

retinotopic areas. During visual imagery, top-down processes activate and regulate the epigenetic 
encoded long-term visual memory. Next, according to retrieved long-term information, mitochondrial 
networks within synchronized neurons produce dynamic patterns of biophotons via redox reactions. 
These dynamic patterns of biophotons can produce biophysical pictures (depictive representation) in 
retinotopic and mitochondrial rich visual neurons by iterative processes. As a result, we could retrieve 
what we thought we would have seen or done in the analogous perceptual situation during visual 
imagery.  
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9. Summary  
 
In this paper, we have proposed a theoretical model involving a biophysical picture-
representation without homunculus during visual imagery. We do not claim to have explained the 
enigma of consciousness, but our goal was to show that the somewhat mysterious homunculus 
phenomenon may be elucidated with the help of retinotopic representation, rapid feedforward and 
feedback connections (between V1 and V2), and non-linear iterative processes during visual 
imagery. We also proposed that emergence of an iterative biophysical picture-representation in 
retinotopic V1/V2 and the semantic interpretation of an emerged biophysical picture are two 
different things, although they may be tightly connected. The first is a biophysical picture-
representation generating process (picture-like) while the second is a language-like semantic 
interpretation process. However, they can induce each other’s representations.  

The human memory can operate through intrinsic dynamic pictures and we link these picture-
representations to each other during language learning processes. During language learning 
processes, development of picture-like and language-like systems becomes a quasi-independent 
neural process. An important implication of this hypothesis is that long-term information storage 
of the language-like and picture-like representations can be encoded by non-linear epigenetic 
redox processes. The evolutionary advantage of the biophysical picture representation is that it 
makes possible, for example, for us to imagine events, compose and design objects, etc. 

However, if it can be proved that perception of cortical induced phosphene lights is due to 
biophotons; intrinsic regulated biophotons in the brain may serve as a natural biophysical (redox 
molecular) substrate of visual perception and imagery. In other words, intrinsic biophysical visual 
virtual reality may emerge from feedback and feedforward iterative operation processes and 
biophotons in early retinotopic V1 and V2 areas. Kosslyn's reality simulation principle [40] states 
that mental imagery mimics the corresponding events in the world. However, our concept of 
intrinsic biophysical visual virtual reality (by iterative processes) in retinotopic areas may be 
nothing else than a possible biophysical basis of the reality simulation principle in the case of 
visual imagery. 
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